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— ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes a procedure and associated method-
- ologies [1] for evaluating the operational characteristics of
- display indicators. This research was conducted as a part of
- the Risk-Based Performance Indicator (RBPI) project under the

— auspices of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for
. the Office of Research (Res). The recommended procedure and
- associated methodologies have been utilized to evaluate the
- capabilities of four candidate system unavailability indica
- tors presently under study by NRC/Res.

DISPLAY INDICATORS

- Display indicators are defined as the graphical representation of the
- indicator data in a manner which facilitate visual inference. The display
- indicators have been utilized in the past as a means to interpret performance
- by visual examination of the indicator graphs without a need for detailed

— statistical inferences. It shall be noted that some statistical inferences
- can be depicted graphically. The graphical representation of the statistical
- inferences (statistical indicators) shall not be mistaken with display in-
_ dicators, since the latter only represent the data and not the statistical
inferences made on the data. Even though the display indicators are the

- purest and the most basic indicators, they do not possess the S U M properties
— and capabilities as the statistical indicators. Therefore, statistical in-
- ferences usually are superimposed graphically on the display indicators to
_ facilitate their interpretations.

- Several display indicators for tracking the unavailability of safety
. - systems in nuclear power plants have been identified. A comprehensive
— theoretical comparison of these indicators for manifesting a trend and
- faithfully reflecting the levels of performance is studied in this paper.
- Four specific indicators were the subject of this study. These are:

a. system indicators with exponential smooching, referred to in this
study as Safety System Function Trend Indicators (SSFT),[2]

b. system indicators using train average method but no smoothing, re-
ferred to in this study as Train Average System Indicators (TASI),

c. system Indicators using individual trains but with three-cycle
(points) smoothing (excluding cycles of zero values), referred to

— in this study as Three Cycle System Indicators (TCSI),[3J and

d. system indicators using individual trains but with four cycle
(points) smoothing including the cycles with zero values, referred

- to in this study as Four Cycle System Indicators (FCSI).

*Work performed under the auspices of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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, :.""." t DEFINITION/FORMULATION OF THE CANDIDATE INDICATORS

^ - — _ The definition and formulation of these indicators, along with their
_.basic characteristics in terns of their level of biases and variances, are
detailed below.

_SSFT Indicators

_ The SSFT Indicators are constructed by employing an exponential smooth-
ing technique. The indicator formula, its theoretical justification, and its

_ capability to dynamically reflect a trend has been discussed in Ref. 2. The
underlying formula for construction of the SSFT indicators are given below:

I D n - d,, + a • Dn.i , (1)

where dn and l n are respectively the total downtime (including the failure
downtime) and the total period at the n-th observation. D n and L,, are the
exponentially smoothed cumulative downtime and period respectively. Q n is
the component/train unavailability at the r.-Ch observation period and a is
referred to as attenuation factor which is always less than 1.

Under a constant observation period, i.e.,

li - T , <4)

L,, can then be written as:

L,, - T • (1 - an)/(l-a) . (5)

If the underlying unavailability, consequently the downtime measura, is time
invariant and if the downtime observations are independent then the SSFT
indicators would be unbiased. That is:

E(Qn) - E(Dn)/(T • <l-a
n)/(l-a)) , (6)

I E(Dn) - ECdn) • (l-a
n)/U-a) , (7)

therefore,

~ E(Qn) - ECd^/T - E(Q) . (8)

where "E" stands for the expectation. Under these conditions the variance
of the SSFT indicator for a component/train can be expressed in t e n s of the
variance of the aaasure* using the following formula:

.1 - J- [<U'">a">1 . (9)
n (ln)(l+i)

2 9
where <rn and o* are the variance of the SSFT indicator and the measure for
the n-th time period.

•unavailability measure within a time period is defined by the ratio of
downtime over the length of the period.



An "a" value of 0.75 was selected based on the simulation studies re-
ported In Reference 2. This value of "u" assures the responsiveness of the

..indicator in detecting a trend.

The system unavailability Indicators can be generated from Che train
...unavailability indicators using proper Boolean expressions. It is easy to
.show chat under tiae invariant reliability models and the independence among
.the trains and observations, the system level SSST indicators are also un-
_ biased.

TASI indicators

The train average indicators are designed based on the assumption that
.similar trains have the saoe unavailability values. the formula for the
_con*truetion of tha TASI is given below:

Qn " <3n " Qn - V ^ n - * A S
1-1

"where D n is the suaaacion of downtime measures for all trains ac the n-th
"period, k is the total number of trains, and d1 is the downtime of the i-th
- train at the n-th period. n

— Under the assumption that similar trains have the S U M unavailability
"values and observations are time invariant and Independent, it can be shown
- that:

1. The train average indicators are unbiased.

2. Its variance (on) can be expressed in tens of the variance of the
unavailability measure for each train O^) i.e.,

" a2n - (1A)"
2 • (ID

— The system unavailability indicators based on TASI can be generated similar
~ to SSFT indicators. The TASI at the system level is not usually unbiased.
- This is shown for a two train system in the following:

where

TCSI

E(C

each of the above

Indicators

Qn"

# " «»2 +

terms have

• <Qr)
2 .

<q + O 2 .

E (e^) - q'' + a£^ n

been previously defined.

(12)

(13)

• (14)

The three cycle indicators are designed based on the window smoothing
of three non-zero points. As an example, the three cycle train indicators
can be constructed using the following procedure:

1, At a given point of non-zero observation, the value of the indica-
tor is calculated by taking the average of the unavailability mea-
sure in previous quarters within a window that contains three non-
zero observations.



—Z. 2. At point of zero observation the value of the Indicator is deter-
mined through linear extrapolation between the indicator values for
non-zero observations.

The train level indicators constructed using the above procedure has a
variance chat at least is a factor of three smaller than the variance of the

.. measure. That is

'. a\< 1/3 O2 • (15)

- The biases of these indicators can not be determined analytically. However.
— this subject will be addressed later on by using simulation studies. The
-. system level indicators are calculated using the train level indicators and
- based on proper system Boolean logic.

- FCSI Indicators

—I The four cycle indicators are designed based on the conventional window
_ smooching of four observation points. The value of the indicator at any
- given point (regardless of being zero or not) is calculated using the fol-
- lowing formula:

4
S

i - 0
V i i

U
1 S

1-0

- The four cycle indicator is known to be unbiased and its variance is one
- fourth the variance of the measure for the tim» invariant and independent
_ samples. The system unavailability indicators are constructed similar to

— other indicators.

- EVALUATION OF DISPLAY INDICATORS/RESULTS

To evaluate the display indicators, one needs to simulate the type of
- inferences that can be made by a trained observer. Even though the infer-

ences made by different observers on a graph may vary, a standard way for

- visual inferences can be constructed for the purpose of indicator compari-
- sons. The model used in this study to simulate visual inferences on a graph
- assumes chat an observer can detect a significant slope or a level jump. The
- criteria for significance are determined subjectively for the purpose of com-
- paring the indicators. To obtain the statistics on the false alarm and de-

— tection probabilities of visual inspections, a large set of daca for con-
- atruction of various display indicators need to be generated. The overall
- process of generating, constructing, and making visual inferences are com-
- puterized in a PC-Code entitled CSCI (Comparative Studies of Candidate Un-
_ availability Indicators).

— The CSCI program is capable of performing the following:

1. Generates the failure times for a given component/train with a
piece-wise linear hazard rate based on a "as good as old" process.

2. Generates the time* for corrective maintenances on a given com-
_ ponent/train with a user defined occurrence rate.

3. Generates the repair/maintenance duration fro* an exponential
distribution with the mean repair time specified by the user.



4. Generates the exact component/train unavailability measure using
the actual failure times (the exact fault exposure duration racher
than the estimated one half tesc interval).

5. Generates the approximate ccnponent/train unavailability measure
using 1/2 the tesc interval for the fault exposure time.

6. Generates the times of comnon-cause failures based on a user
specified./) (beta) factor.

7. Generates the exact system unavailability measures using the actual
failure times.

S. Generates the approximate system unavailability measures using the
1/2 tesc interval for the fault exposure times.

9. Generates the candidate indicators using their associated fonnu-
- lation.

10. Generates the statistics on the comparison of the capabilities of
candidate indicators using linear fit and level comparison. Tabu-
lates trend detection probability, false alarm probability, mean
square error (USE), and indicator bias for each of the indicators.

Several simulation studies were performed to assess and compare the
capability of the four candidate display indicators in terms of their false
.alarm and detection probabilities. A system composed of two identical re-
. dundant trains was considered. The times and durations of downtimes and the
. train failure times were generated through a Monte-Carlo simulation routine.
• The simulated data was then used to calculate the system unavailability based
. on the formulations of the four indicators discussed earlier. To assess the
. trend detection and false alarm probabilities, a jump in train failure rate
. was siaulaced. Figures 1 and 2 depict the detection and false alarm proba-
bilities as a function of the degree of the jump in train failure rates.

Probability of Trend Detection

0.1 to 0.2 0.1 to 0.4 0.1 to 0.6

Failure Rate Changes (/month)
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FIG. 1. Sensitivity analysis of trend detection probability vs different
step changes of failure rates



Probability of False Alarm

0.1 to 0.2 0.1 to 0.4 0.1 to 0.6

Failure Rate Changes (/month)
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FIG. 2. Sensitivity analysis of trend detection - false alara probability
vs different step changes of failure rates

Based on these graphical results as well as detailed analyses of che in-
- dicator biases and their capability to track the actual system unavailabili-
— ties, it can be concluded that the SSFT indicator is the Most favorable dis-
- play indicator to nonitor safety system unavailabilities.

It should be noted that further improvement in detection and false alara
- probabilities can be achieved by constructing statistical indicators rather
- than display indicators. It is important to note that statistical indicators
— would be aost beneficial if they can be presented graphically and in a format
- which can be easily understood by the users. This subject of research still
- requires further development and refinement.
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